
XPress™ 
Shellmaker 300
The world’s first self-contained 
cold press machine for stand-alone 
production of chocolate shells.

Innovation comes from experience. 
Whetstone has been using and building chocolate cold press 
technology since 1996.  With millions of articles produced 
using a variety of tools and process variations, Whetstone set 
about to simplify the technology, lower the tooling costs, and 
reduce operating cost.  This revolutionary machine design has 
been internally proven with millions of cycles of operation in 
our own factory.  And now we are offering this incredible 
technology to chocolate artisans and industrial test labs.  
Precision chocolate shells.  You have to see it to believe it.

NEW



XPress™ 
Shellmaker 300
Technical Specs

Adapts to any mold size from 135 x 275 x 25 mm to 250 x 300 x 35 mm.

Self contained refrigeration system.

Portable and hygienic design.

Production proven with millions of pressing cycles.

Power:  220V single-phase 20 amp with ground.

Compressed Air:  Clean and dry 90 psi supply to be provided by customer.

Sleep mode to prevent ice buildup on pressing tool.

Instant restart following sleep mode.

Quick change tooling without the mess of liquid connections.

XPress™ tools can be provided for existing mold designs.

This machine is designed to operate with an existing depositor and mold cooling cabinet or room.  The steps 
required to make perfect shells are:  (1) deposit tempered chocolate into chocolate mold, (2) place mold into 
Shellmaker 300 and begin pressing cycle, (3) remove mold and place into cooling environment.*

* Note – Some chocolate molds or shapes may require mold surface cleaning before final cooling.

Adaptors for mold sizes ranging from 135 x 275 mm to 250 x 300 mm.   
Automatic mold feeder.
Larger mold sizes up to 700 mm and beyond.

Standard Features

Special Features

Machine Options

Produces many types of chocolate shells for hollow, book, filled or desert shells.

Eliminates chocolate drips and mess associated with traditional shell making.

Precise and perfectly formed shells with or without lips for book molding.

Provides a product development platform that can be scaled up for automatic production.

XPress™ tools are inexpensive and often cost less than $5,000.

Other Features
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